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Abstract 

Business Process Reengineering (BPR) is currently attracting much attention as an approach to organisational change, 
but has received relatively little critical scrutiny. This paper seeks to examine the origins, antecedents and content of BPR 
as they are described in the main writings on the topic, in order to address three questions: Is there one form of BPR or 
many? Is it new? What/actors may account/or its popularity? Some of the criticisms that have been made of BPR are 
also discussed. 
Keywords: Business Process Reengineering 
Computing Review Categories: J.l 

1 Introduction 

Business Process Reengineering (BPR) has been described 
as the "hottest management concept since the quality move
ment" [8] and as "one of the key management concepts 
of the 1990s" [23]. Klein [41], for example reports that 
88% of a survey of senior executives claimed that they 
were engaged in reengineering projects, while Cane [10] 
reports that up to 70% of large UK companies have un-
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dertaken, or are about to undertake BPR initiatives. It has 
certainly also received its fair share of attention in the man
agement literature in recent years. An on-line search using 
the tenns "Business Process Reengineering", "Reengineer
ing", "BPR" and "Business Process Redesign" in early 
1995, for example, identified 3,592 journal, magazine and 
newspaper articles on the topic since 1990. 

Yet, despite the huge amount that has been written 
. about it, the concept of BPR remains elusive. Is it simply 
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the latest buzzword, "that people bandy around ... even if 
they are just putting in a new computer system" as some 
popular reports suggest [65], or is it the most important 
contribution to thinking about organisations since Adam 
Smith's Wealth of Nations as Hammer & Champy [29] 
claim? Is it primarily an extension of traditional time and 
motion studies as Parker [54] states, or of Total Quality 
Management as Shillingford [57] describes, or is it an en
tirely "new paradigm .. {26]? And what is the relationship 
between Information Technology (In and BPR? IS BPR 
simply a way of "rebadging" existing IT products to in
crease sales [65], or is it one of the resources to be reengi
neered as Morris & Brandon [51] imply, or should IT be 
seen as enabling new processes as Coulson-Thomas [11] 
suggests, or is it the primary enabler as Davenport[13] 
proposes? 

The confusion surrounding these questions suggests 
the need for a critical review of the concept of BPR; to 
examine its origins, antecedents and content. From this it 
is hoped to develop a clearer picture of the nature of BPR. 
Is there only one type of BPR or are there several alter
natives? What is the substantive content of BPR and how 
much of this is new? What factors may account for the 
interest shown in it? This paper therefore seeks to comple
ment the small number of critical analyses of BPR, such as 
Grint [25], Willmott [67] and Grey & Mitev [24] that have 
recently begun to emerge. It differs from them however 
in focusing primarily on the "theory" of BPR, such as it 
is, rather than seeking to locate the concept within broader 
social and organisational changes. 

For practical reasons it should be clear that this paper 
cannot aim to provide a full literature review. Moreover 
a large proportion of the articles consist of reports (fre
quently quite brieO on the BPR phenomenon for different 
audiences, or "case studies" of BPR success (often written 
by the consultants involved), rather than discussions of the 
nature of the concept. This paper therefore concentrates on 
those publications widely cited as influencing the develop
ment of BPR, or offering a more extended discussion or 
substantial report on it. 

2 Origins of BPR 

A number of writers have sought to suggest that the origins 
of BPR go back many years. Holtham [34], for example 
suggests that the concept of 'breakthrough' management 
coined by Juran [39] is "virtually the same" as reengineer
ing, while Bartram [3] traces the "theoretical background 
of reengineering" to a 1961 Harvard Business School paper 
on work simplification. Klein [42] even identifies reengi
neering projects in the Nineteenth Century and cites Henry 
Ford as an early exponent. 

Whatever the merits of these arguments, the evidence 
of the on-line search of bibliographic databases indicates 
that the vast majority of the literature on BPR has appeared 
in the last five years, with 96% being published since 1992. 
This may be attributed to the influence of two articles pub-
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lished in the latter half of 1990 in the Harvard Business 
Review and Sloan Management Review. Both discussed 
the need for companies to reorganise along process lines, 
exploiting the opportunities provided by developments in 
Information Technology. 

The Harvard Business Review article, "Reengineer
ing Work: Don't Automate, Obliterate" by Michael Ham
mer [28], a former computer science professor at MIT, is 
the more widely cited and is credited by many with start
ing the BPR bandwagon. rolling. It introduced the term 
"reengineering" and set the tone for much later writing 
on the topic. The rather more academic article in the 
Sloan Management Review by Thomas Davenport & James 
Short entitled "The New Industrial Engineering: Informa
tion Technology and Business Process Redesign" [14], was 
associated with the MIT "Management in the 90s" pro
gramme [56]. This introduced the acronym BPR and also, 
as the title indicates, explicitly linked it with IT. The ideas in 
this paper were later extended by Short & Venkatraman [58] 
to address processes operating across the boundaries of the 

. traditional business firm, an activity they called Business 
Network Redesign. 

Although Hammer [28] does not actually use the term 
"Business Process Reengineering", and indeed has re
cently criticised its widespread use i~ association with his 
ideas [30], when he described reengineering as "the radi
cal redesign of business processes" he was clearly talking 
about a similar activity to that of Davenport & Short. The 
two papers also referred to some of the same examples as 
illustrations of their concepts. Thus, even if reengineering 
and business process redesign are not completely synony
mous they would appear to be sufficiently closely related (in 
practice, if not necessarily in principle) that the use of BPR 
as an acronym to describe them both would seem justified. 
On similar grounds, therefore, B PR will, for the purposes 
of this paper, also be used to describe the various process
oriented approaches to significant business re-organisation 
that have emerged since 1990, even though their authors 
may originally have employed alternative names such as 
Business Process Improvement, Business Reconfiguration, 
Business Reengineering, Core Process Redesign, Corpo
rate Reengineering, or Process Innovation. 

3 Antecedents of BPR 

In his original Harvard Business Review article [28], Ham
mer did not seek to associate BPR with any theory of organ
isations, indeed he presented it specifically as overthrowing 
arrangements of work organisation that he traced back to 
the Industrial Revolution. Instead, his argument was based 
pragmatically on the experience of process redesign in two 
companies. Although the argument and examples were 
later elaborated in Hammer & Champy [29], this also does 
not attempt to develop a theoretical basis for BPR. Rather 
it was suggested' that it is a "conceptually new· business 
model" with no precursors. 

Davenport & Short [14], in contrast, described BPR 
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as "the new industrial engineering (IE)". &flier IE, they 
explain, was based on F.W. Taylor's extremely successful 
"mechanizing vision". This was effective in the past, they 
argue, because the business environment was "largely sta
ble". In today's turbulent business environment, however, 
a new approach is needed. It is not clear, though, whether 
Davenport & Short see BPR as rejecting, transcending, or 
pragmatically adapting Taylorism, although it would ap
pear that they certainly wish it to be seen as lying within 
the tradition of the "scientific school of management". This 
view would seem to be supported by Parker [54] who de
saibes BPR as involving time and motion techniques, by 
Moms & Brandon [51) who associate it with "IE, time and 
motion, Operational Research and Systems analysis" and 
by Glover (quoted in [651) who suggests that it is "upmar
ket O & M". Wheatley is quoted in Brown [6] as describing 
BPR as the "supernova" of this "mechanical view of organ
isations". 

Although Hammer and Davenport & Short are gener
ally acknowledged as the progenitors of BPR, it does not 
mean that their view of the topic can necessarily be seen 
as definitive. BPR is a conunercial product as much as 
a theory of work organisation. For the customer of BPR, 
therefore, it is the approach they buy which is likely to 
define it for them, even if this does not conform to Ham
mer or Davenport & Short's model. Thus, for example, 
despite Hammer & Champy 's emphatic statement that 
Re.engineering is not "the same as quality improvement, 
total quality management (TQM), or any other manifesta
tion of the contemporary quality movement" [29), Shilling
ford [57) describes BPR as "often evolving out of a TQM 
initiative" and suggests that its rationale is that "concepts 
like Japan's 'best manufacturing practice', which uses Just
in-time techniques, can be applied to the office as well as 
the factory". This view is not a simple misunderstand
ing, but is based on· the approach to BPR developed at 
Rank Xerox, who were selling it, with accompanying soft
ware tools, as a consultancy service (at a starting price 
of $100,000) [22). The association of BPR with TQM is 
also made by Johannson et al [36] and inter alia by Dav
enport [13], while ml [19] and Mumford[52] link it with 
lean production [ 68]. 

Other writers have identified BPR with a number of 
different organisational and technical developments. For 
example Coulson-Thomas [11] links it to the emergence of 
the ''network organisation", Stewart [59] to the "horizontal 
organisation" [53] and Kaplan &Murdock [40] toDichter's 
vision of the organisation of the 90s [17]. More bluntly, 
Byrne [8] suggests that BPR can sometimes be seen as "lit
tle more than a euphemism for laying people off", and it is 
certainly recognised in the popular BPR literature that part 
of the interest in it comes from companies seeking to reduce 
staff numbers in the face of economic recession [65]. In 
some reports BPR is also linked with the implementation 
of specific types of technology, usually image processing 
and workflow systems for office automation [57]. 

Given that the theoretical antecedents of BPR may be 
expected to be reflected in the approach adopted, i.e. those 
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seeing it as an extension of TQM may be expected to draw 
on techniques and social structures historically associated 
with Quality programmes, then this diversity of views on 
the source of BPR thinking could suggest that there are sev
eral distinct versions of it. Another possibility is suggested 

· by Davenport[13] who argues that Process Innovation, as 
he calls it, does not have a single source, but has devel
oped from the combination of five different approaches to 
business improvement He identifies these precursors as: 
the quality movement, industrial engineering (and its off
shoot the soft systems movement sic) , the socio-technical 
school, the technology transfer literature and the IT for 
competitive advantage literature. Even if it is accepted that 
these approaches can practically be combined, however, 
it is possible to question whether such a mixed pedigree 
would seem any more likely to yield a consistent approach 
to BPR than the various different precursors on their own. 

As has already been noted, however, BPR is not just 
a theoretical construct, but a guide to practical organisa
tional intervention. Whether BPR's theoretical antecedents 
are consistent, or even what they are thought to be, may 
not matter in practice, therefore, if what is actually advo
cated is the same for all the different 'versions', or at least 
sufficiently similar that a common approach is likely to 
be adopted. The next section will therefore consider the 
content of BPR as it is presented by a number of different 
authors to see if they share a common view of what BPR 

. involves. 

4 Content of BPR 

There have been many attempts in the BPR literature to 
define the concept, not least by Hammer & Champy (29] 
who devote a whole chapter of their book to an elabora
tion of their statement that it is "the fundamental rethinking 
and radical redesign of business processes to achieve dra
matic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of 
perfonnance, such as cost, quality, service and speed". Un
fortunately, few of the definitions show more than a limited 
consensus on its key features, particularly when the terms 
employed are examined in more detail. While some of the 
differences revolve around distinctions that would proba
bly have appealed to mediaeval theologians, others mark 
more significant divisions within the field. 

Process orientation 

Perhaps the only real common ground between all BPR 
approaches is their view of organisations as being made up 

. of processes. Hammer & Champy (29] define a process as 
''the collection of activities that takes one or more kinds 
of input and creates an output that is of value to the cus
tomer". This is contrasted with the traditional perspective 
which sees organisations as made up of separate functions 
(such as marketing, finance, sales and so on), typically 
located in their own specialist departments. 

While agreed that BPR involves a focus on processes, 
there is disagreement in the literature about their scope. 
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There would appear to be four different "levels" at which 
these may operate. At the lowest level there are individual 
work tasks, such as customer inquiry handling, which com
bine various different, if simple, activities. At the second 
are work processes which may operate within a single func
tional department. At the third level the processes operate 
across departments within an organisation, and at the high
est level they are inter-organisational. Each of these are, 
in principle, compatible with Hammer & Champy's defi
nition, particularly if we take the currently popular view 
of organisations as markets, in which customers may be 
internal as well as extemal. 

Harrington's concept of a business process which he 
defines as "all service processes and processes that sup
port production processes" [31] would seem to operate at 
the first two levels, that is, within established departmen
tal boundaries. Similarly, Morris & Brandon [51] define a 
process as "larger than a task ... [but] smaller than an area 
of business such as operations, human resources or ship
ping", while Hall et al [27] state that "a process can be 
as narrowly defined as a single activity in a single func
tion". Davenport & Short[14] also talk of redesigning 
"interpersonal processes" which "involve tasks within or 
across small workgroups typically within a function or de
partment". Hammer & Champy [29], however, suggest that 
processes to be reengineered typically operate aaoss tra
ditional functional/departmental boundaries, a view shared 
by Johannson et al [36] and Davenport [13] amongst others. 
BPR, Hammer & Champy argue, involves "breaking down 
the functional silos" and Davenport [13] states that "adopt
ing process innovations inevitably entails cross-functional 
and cross-organizational change". Although these writ
ers also allude to the possibility that processes may cross 
organisational boundaries, this is the particular focus of 
Venkatraman [64] who talks of "business reconfiguration" 
and Short & Venkatraman (58] who discuss "business net
work redesign". 

Scale of change 

Partly related to the scope of processes is the question of 
the scale of change, both in tenns of extent of reorganisa
tion and the perfonnance improvements sought. Hammer 
& Champy [29] argue for a resolutely radical approach, 
describing re-engineering as a "new beginning", a "blank 
sheet of paper". As Hammer [28] puts it "the point is not 
to learn what happens to fonn 73B in its peregrinations 
through the company, but to understand the purpose of 
having form 73B in the first place". Thus BPR, Hammer & 
Champy argue, means "discarding existing processes and 
replacing them with entirely new ones" so as to achieve a 
"quantum leap" [in perfonnance]. This view is shared by 
Johannson et al (36] who argue that organisations should 
be aiming not just for marketplace parity, but for "market 
dominance". This requires them to "break the china", "to 
challenge the very purposes, principles and assumptions 
on which their business is based". Davenport & Short [ 14] 
also talkof"fundamental reshaping" and Davenport [13] of 
"effecting creative and radical change to realize order-of-
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magnitude improvements". Similarly, Hey gate [32] argues 
that managers have to be "immoderate in their ambitions 
to improve processes", while Hall et al [27] argue that "ef
fective ttansformation ... requires a clean slate approach to 
process redesign". 

Other writers, in contrast, appear to envisage a more 
modest, evolutionary activity. Hanington[31], for ex
ample, describes BPR as involving the ''improvement of 
inefficient processes" and this is echoed in Fintecb (23]. 
Glover, quoted in Warren [65], also argues that ''radically 
changing the whole ethos of the busin~ may not be nec
essary: there may be just one division which needs atten-

. tion". Morris & Brandon [51] do not specifically discuss 
the scale of dlange, but the general absence of the revolu
tionary rhetoric dlaracteristic of Hammer & Champy [29] 
suggests that their approach is also.more inaeme.ntal. 

This point bas recently shown signs of becoming a 
point of serious schism in the BPR literature. Thus as. 
Yates [70] reports it has lead to a parting of the ways be
tween Michael Hammer and James Champy. Hammer, for 
his part, likens reengineering to an organisational "neutron 
bomb" and argues that "trying to do a little bit of reengi
neering is like trying to be a little bit pregnant". Champy, 
in contrast, argues that "the.re are good things that we don't 
want to destroy ... there is a sense of pragmatism in older 
managers that I don't think companies can afford to lose". 
Davenport has also aiticised "the myth of the clemi slate", 
arguing that "designing with a dirty slate will often yield a 
more implementable process" [15]. 

The meam of achieving BPR 

Another difference between BPR approaches relates to their 
ideas on how it should be achieved. Thus, while most 
writers specify a methodology for conducting BPR, Ham-

. mer [28] offers only a set of principles which the exercise 
should seek to pursue. Even in Hammer & Champy[29], 
there is no specific method, rather the.re is a discussion of 
outcomes, of the roles involved, case studies of the "ex
perience of process redesign" in several compani~ and a 
discussion of the most common errors that lead to reengi
neering failure. Avoid these it is argued "and you almost 
can't help but get it right". 

It would seem clear therefore that Hammer wishes to 
avoid a fonnulaic approach to BPR and sees it as a way of 
thinking and achieving radical organisational change rather 
than as a rigorous procedure to be followed. This may be 
contrasted with the recommendations of Morris & Bran
don [51] and Booz-Allen & Hamilton[5] who argue that 
the use of a systematic methodology is essential for BPR 
success (even if, on closer examination, this often turns 
out to be a set of vague guidelines of limited practical util
ity). This view appears to be particularly prevalent in the 
infonnation systems and industrial engineering literature 
on BPR (see for example, [26, 42, 66]). Klein [43] sug
gests that these positions represent two different schools of 
thought on the approach to BPR which he calls the "intu-

. itives" and "methodologists" and identifies the particular 
consultancy companies associated with each. 
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The role of Information technology 

A potentially important area of disagreement between the 
different BPR approaches, as was noted in the introduction, 
is .the contribution of IT. Two different roles for IT need to 
be distinguished here: firstly its use as a tool for the support 
of, the BPR activity, and secondly its position as an axial 
principle around which the redesign of business processes 
sbould be planned. Davenport (13] calls these two roles "IT 
as implementer" and "IT as enabler" though there are some 
problems with this terminology as is discussed below. With 
respect to the first of these there would seem general agree
ment that BPR may be usefully supported by IT-based tools 
and some approaches explicitly recommend their use. For 
example, Morris & Brandon (51] give considerable atten
tien to the use of simulation to test new process designs and 

···identify it as a specific stage in their method, and Davenport 
• Short [14] discuss the use of CASE tools in drawing pro
cess.models. Others discuss BPR activities which involve 
IT support. For example Sutherland (61] discusses the use 
of "reengineering laboratories" which make use of a variety 
. of. rr systems, while Heygate (32] suggests that ''the role 
;of IT in building individual's' skills may well prove to be 
the most valuable application of infonnation technology so 
.... discovered". 

, On the question of whether reengineered processes 
sbould be based on the use of IT, however, there would 
appear to be a significant divergence of opinion. A num
ber of the key writers, such as Davenport & Short[14] for 
eample, see IT as playing a central role in BPR, making 

rt11e consideration of IT "levers" one of the five stages in 
their BPR method and describing as an exemplar a case 
of ~IT-driven process redesign" at Xerox. Similarly, Guba 
'fl.al [26] talk of "IT-induced reengineering". The concept 
. ._ also been picked up by a number of IT/IS consultants 
who present it as a new approach to applying IT in organi-

;'11tlons. For example. Heygate & Brebach [33] explain how 
their "decision engineering, [IT-supported] organisational 
· flattening, technology scan and IT cost estimation" tech
niques can support an "IT-driven business strategy", and 
Aikins [1] discusses how BPR can make use of knowledge
based systems. In some cases BPR is even associated with 
sp,cific types of IT, usually workflow software and docu
ment image processing (57]. These writers would therefore 

. seem to share Davenport & Short's view that IT and BPR 
~ve a recursive relationship ... each is the key to thinking 
about the other" (14]. From this perspective IT needs to be 
considered in the early stages of redesign so that "aware-
8'SS of IT capabilities can - and should - influence process 
design" (14]. 

Other writers, however, argue that "BPR and IT are 
certainly not synonymous" (61] and that "in theory, BPR 
does not have to involve IT at all'' [23], rather it is "the 
common-sense practice of redesigning business processes 
before bringing in technology" [21]. Harrington [31], for 
example, does not mention the use of IT and confines dis
cussion of the use of computers to a section on "automa
tion". Morris & Brandon [51] also state that BPR "is not 
an IT topic", while Rowland [55] argues that "those who 
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say that IT is a requirement of BPR have missed the point". 
This does not mean that these writers deny that IT may 
contribute to BPR, but rather that they believe that process 
design should precede consideration of IT options. For ex
ample Shillingford[57] states that "[o]ne attraction ofBPR 
is that it makes IT subordinate to business objectives ... in 
most cases 80% of the value of BPR comes out of exam
ining the way things are organised ... [o]nly 20% comes 
from IT''. 

An intermediate position appears to be that IT can "en
able" new ways of carrying out processes and that redesign 
should therefore "be undertaken with a full knowledge of 
how technology can help" [5]. Hammer & Champy [29], 
for example, devote a chapter to illustrating that shared 
databases, expert systems, telecommunications networks, 
decision support tools and so on, "break the rules that limit 
how we conduct our work" and that IT is therefore a ''part 
of any reengineering effort" whose importance it is "diffi
cult to overstate". This argument, however, smacks rather 

· of technological solutions in search of suitable applications 
rather than a convincing case that the use of IT is an essen
tial feature of any reengineering activity as they suggest. 
It may be contrasted, for example, with the statement by 
Holtham [34] that ''very few of the successful case studies 
of BPR have been initiated out of the new opportunities 
offered by IT .... the development of technologies such 
as workflow, groupware or document image processing 
have no a priori connection to the need to reengineer busi
ness processes". The concept of IT as an "enabler" may 
therefore be rather closer to the IT-led position taken by 
Davenport & Short [14] than might at first appear to be the 
case. 

It is also possible, however, to exaggerate the differ
ences between authors on the role of IT. Thus, as has been 
noted, those who see IT as secondary may also discuss 
how it can "make it possible for processes to be carried 
out in a new way" [23], while the proponents of IT-driven 
approaches will emphasise that BPR requires a "carefully
considered combination of both technical and human en
ablers" (13]. The vagueness of terms such as "enabler" 
means that it is almost impossible to tell whether there is a 

· real difference of interpretation in either theory or practice 
between the writers, but it would seem reasonable from the 
context in which these terms are used that there is at least 
a difference of emphasis. 

S Discussion 

Having considered the content of B PR, attention may now 
be turned to the three sets of questions identified in the 
introduction to this paper for which it was hoped to find 
answers. Is there only one type of BPR or are there several 
alternatives? What is the substantive content of BPR and 
how much of this is new? What factors may account for the 
interest shown in it? Each of these will now be considered 
in tum. 
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One BPR or many? 

The analysis of the literature would seem to suggest that 
BPR is not a unitary concept (and it would have been per
haps more surprising to find that it was). However, if 
each approach is not ·to be classified as a separate ver
sion depending on the particular context in which it is 
applied, then the distinctive characteristics of BPR, or of 
certain recognised versions of it, need to be identified in 
order to develop an appropriate categorisation. This raises 
the problem of which approaches should be recognised 
as legitimate. While precedence might suggest that the 
approaches of Hammer [28] and Davenport & Short [14] 
should be seen as definitive this would seem unsustainable 
on practical grounds if nothing else. Thus, despite the ef
forts of CSC Index, the consultancy with which Hammer 
developed reengineering, to register "business reengineer
ing" as a trademark, this cannot prevent other companies 
from selling approaches, which might be quite different 
from that envisaged by Hammer, under a slightly different 
name. Nor will it stop others from describing projects as 
reengineering, even if they bear little resemblance to Ham
mer's description. This is evident from the literature (see 
for example [2, 18]) where analyses of "BPR success" refer 
to widely varying initiatives, many of which did not even 
describe themselves as reengineering. 

A second problem with categorising approaches con
cerns how closely they need to correspond to an archetype 
to be classified as belonging to a particular version ( or even 
to be excluded from the concept altogether) and how this 
might be assessed. For example two approaches may share 
a strong emphasis on the role of IT (assuming there is some 
reliable measure of strength of emphasis), but differ on the 
importance of a definite methodology ( which again may be 
very difficult to define). It would therefore seem difficult to 
provide a robust basis on which to classify different forms 
ofBPR. 

An alternative perspective is put forward by Daven
port (13] who suggests that, rather than discrete "schools" 
of BPR, there is a continuum of approaches between two 
extremes of "process improvement", an incremental, con
tinuous, bottom-up approach, and "process innovation" 
which is radical, IT-led, one-off and top-down. Talwar [62] 
suggests a similar spectrum, from "process improvement" 
though "process reengineering", "business reengineering" 
and "transformation" to "ongoing renewal". While this 
takes account of the observed differences between ap
proaches, it assumes that they vary consistently along all 
dimensions. In practice, this would not appear to be the 
case. For example, Johannson et al [36] might appear to be 
a good example of Process Innovation with their emphasis 
on radical organisational change. However they clearly 
view their approach as originating with TQM, and see IT 
as only one among a number of transformatory factors. 

It would seem therefore that it is likely to be impossible 
to agree a precise definition of BPR that does not exclude 
some of the approaches that have been associated with the 
concept, or to identify a limited number of distinct versions. 
It may thus be best to regard BPR simply as an umbrella 

6 

term for a set of process-oriented approaches to signifiamt 
organisational change. 

What's new? 

The limitations of such a broad, inclusive definition of BPR 
are obvious, however, when considering the possible nov
elty of the concept. For example, most of the literature 
acknowledges that process thinking has been at the-heart 
of the "quality revolution" and Morris & Brandon [51] also 
state that the techniques on which they claim BPR is based 
(IE, time and motion, Operational Research and Systems 

· analysis) "have all been conret11ed with processes for sev
eral decades". 

If the core idea on which BPR is founded is shared with 
many other techniques, then what is the basis for claiming 
that it offers something significantly different from the oth
ers? What is to say that it is not simply a well-marketed 
repackaging of them? One of the key themes of a substan
tial proportion of the BPR literature which might therefore 
be a novel feature, is the contribution of IT. Certainly, the 
BPR literature typically lays considerably more emphasis 
on IT than a number of the concepts, such as TQM and 
''Excellence", that immediately preceded it. 

The idea of IT as a "driver" of organisational change, 
however, goes back at least to Leavitt & Whisler[47]. 
Moreover, even if it is claimed ~at recent technological 
developments have made existing uses of IT more effec
tive and provided opportunities for new and more signif
icant interventions, the precise role that IT should play is 
a source of considerable disagreement amongst writers on 
the subject. It would thus seem an unsatisfactory basis for 
defining the unique character of BPR, particularly as many 
of its proponents are seeking to move away from the sort of 

· technocentric viewpoint that such a definition would imply. 
The remaining distinctive feature of BPR would there

fore seem to be the scale of the change involved. As has 
been noted, however, there are some authors who do not 
seem to share the enthusiasm of Hammer & Champy [29] 
for "fundamental rethinking and radical redesign". Even 
if it were possible to exclude these faint-hearts from as
sociating their approaches with BPR by some mechanism, 
though, this would still not resolve the problem of how 
the scale of change is to be measured and how the bound
ary between BPR and the other process-oriented techniques 
could be defined. For example, does BPR only describe ap
proaches which seek change across organisational bound
aries? If so, how many boundaries need to be crossed? 
All? More than one? Should change be measured by intent 
or by outcome? If the former, then BPR risks being dis
credited by approaches which promise more than they can 
deliver. If the latter, then a way is needed of separating out 
the contribution of the BPR activity to the outcome, from 
those due to other changes which may have been going 
on at the same time. For a variety of reasons therefore, it 
would appear that scale of change also does not provide a 

. reliable means of defining BPR. 
The final way in which BPR might be argued to be 

novel is its particular combination of process thinking, ere-
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ative use of IT and radical organisational change. While 
there may be some practical value to this viewpoint in tenns 
of enabling BPR writers to differentiate their approach from 
other techniques by emphasising some particular aspect of 
this combination as it suits their case, the analysis of the 
literature would seem to suggest that the degree of variation 
on each of these dimensions is so great that 'novelty' of 
BPR would vary from approach to approach. 

This would seem to suggest, therefore, that despite 
BPR being widely hailed as a distinctive new contribution 
to management thinking (the endorsement of Hammer & 
Champy's book by no less an authority than Peter Drucker 
would suggest that this this view is not confined to just a 
few cranks), it seems very difficult to identify clearly what 
it is that makes it so significant. In large part, this prob
lem stems from Hammer's definition of BPR in terms of 
practice. In the absence of any explicit, new theoretical 
principle on which the concept may be said to be based, 
Hammer requires BPR to be judged by the actions it gives 
rise to-if it achieves new forms of organisational behaviour 
which significantly improve organisational performance in 
some agreed way, then it is a significant new technique. As 
has been noted, however, this does not provide the basis 
for an unambiguous definition of the term. Moreover, as 
Grint [25] points out, all of the changes that Hammer & 
Champy [29] identify as characterising the ''new world of 
work" in the reengineered organisation have been proposed 
by earlier writers. Thus even the changes in organisational 
behaviour associated with BPR may not be new either. 

In the traditional interpretation of Kuhn's theory of sci
entific revolutions [44], therefore, it would seem difficult 
to argue that BPR constitutes a new paradigm, since it does 
not offer a new perspective on organisations which differs 
radically from TQM and other improvement programmes 
that preceded it. In Lakatos' terms [45], both appear to be 
operating within the same Scientific Research Programme. 
It could hardly be claimed, moreover, that TQM, for exam
ple, has not been extremely influential in changing man
agement thinking and that BPR was thus in some way a 
conceptual Copernicus building on the unrecognised con
tribution of TQM's Tycho Brahe. Yet, if it is accepted that 
the immense interest shown in BPR is based on something 
more than self-delusion, then we need to provide some ex
planation of what this particular Emperor is wearing, even 
if it does not seem possible to define this in absolute tenns. 

To do so, however, would seem to require a reassess
ment of the nature of imperial regalia, to argue that the 
Emperor's old clothes were equally insubstantial. TQM, 
Tuylorism or any of the other techniques which we may 
wish to consider as underlying earlier fonns of organisa
tional practice are/were, just as much as BPR, based on 
a set of socially-sustained beliefs which may or may not 
have had 'real' substance, but which depended on contin
uing faith in their efficacy. This is not simply a sleight of 
hand, but is based on the analysis of science and technology 
developed by Callon [9], Latour [46] and others which sug
gests that even in the so-called "hard" sciences, knowledge 
is not "discovered" in an external "reality", but is con-
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structed through the recruitment of a network of allies who 
underwrite a particular viewpoint. Paradigm shifts there
fore result from the ability of concepts to recruit the most 
influential allies. In this, rhetorical power may be rather 
more important than the "truth" of their views. The final 
question (why is BPR so popular?) may therefore help us to 
understand the allies that Hammer and Davenport & Short 
have, wittingly or otherwise, recruited and hence how BPR 
has come to have such an impact on current management 
thinking. 

Why is BPR so popular? 

The answer given by Hammer & Champy is that corporate 
America (sic) is facing a aisis, which they characterise 
in tenns of three Cs - customers (who are taking charge), 
competition (which is intensifying) and change (which is 
becoming constant). Solutions are needed to enable com
panies to succeed in this new world of business. BPR, they 

· argue, is the only technique which is capable of providing 
one. 

Whether or not it is accepted that this crisis is real and 
enduring, for example Wood [69] questions similar claims 
made in relation to the flexibility debate, the concept that 
the business environment has recently become significantly 
more unstable and that substantial organisational change is 
unavoidable, appears to be widespread, particularly in the 
US, at present. BPR therefore appears to capture the spirit 
of the times in proposing that a totally new approach is 
needed. Such a viewpoint may also be seen as serving to 
legitimate the adoption of radical measures. If the company 
cannot hope to survive without complete re-organisation 
and the shedding of "armies of unproductive workers" [28] 
then these become a necessary price to pay. Thus, as Dixon 
et al [18] comment, "a aisis - real or perceived - may be 
necessary to create the conditions required to attempt a 
reengineering effort". 

As Hammer & Champy observe [29], though, they are 
not the first to have diagnosed a crisis or to have suggested 
the way out of it. Many other techniques, from "manage
ment by objectives ... [to] ... one-minute managing" have 

· been put forward in the past. None of them, however, "has 
reversed the continuing deterioration of America's corpo
rate competitive performance". This is taken by Hammer 
& Champy as evidence that they were passing fads which 
"have only distracted managers from the real task at hand". 
The failure of these techniques is therefore used to bolster 
the case for BPR. 

Paradoxically, these earlier techniques also help to sus
tain BPR. Thus, for example, the notion that new solu
tions have to be continuously invented provides a reason 
for looking to reengineering. The precedents for process
based techniques, even if they have not been particularly 
successful, also provide legitimation for the reengineering 
approach. In particular, the continuing influence of TQM, 
despite Hammer & Champy's dismissal of it, means that 
process-thinking may be seen as a distinct element in the 
network. 

Hammer & Champy's particular focus on the prob-
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lems of US companies may be seen as the recruitment of 
US pattiotism as another ally. Thus they write that reengi
neering is ''not another idea imported from Japan", but 
"capitalizes on the same cbaracteristiscs that have tradi
tionally made Americans such great innovators". Rather 
than ''try to change the behaviour of American workers 
and managers" it "takes advantage of American talents and 
unleuhes American ingenuity". 

The success stories are another important element of 
the BPR network, serving both to affum the potential of 
the technique, but also to usociate it with the named cor
porations. Thus the 'hard facts' of the performance im
provements cited by Hammel' & Champy provide quan
titative support for their claims which are thereby rein
forced against sceptical questioning. Moreover the 'fact' 
that Ford, Bell Atlantic or Hallmark cards have success
fully adopted reengineering provides powerful evidence of 
its value. Other case-study companies may be less well
known, but their inclusion shows that it is effective for all 
organisations not just those in the premier league. 

Success stories also relate not just to the effectiveness 
of the technique, but to those who sell it. For example 
the near sixfold increase in the revenues of CSC Index in 
the last five years, is said to have ''propelled [it] ... to the 
forefront of the [US management] consulting business" [8]. 
IOC [35] estimated a world market for BPR of $230 mil
lion in 1993 which they suggested was growing at 46% per 
annum. 

These sorts of claims· and figures draw in a variety 
of human actors to the reengineering network. Clients 
would seem likely to be attracted by the chance of order 
of magnitude performance improvements. As more lead
ing companies adopt BPR, the need for others to join the 
bandwagon would seem likely to increase, both to show 
themselves to be up with the latest developments and to 
ensure that potential benefits are not lost. 

For executives of the many companies which, in Ham
mer & Champy's words are "bloated, clumsy, rigid, slug
gish, non-competitive, unaeative, inefficient, disdainful of 
their customer needs and losing money", the message that 
BPR provides the way out of this situation would seem a 
very seductive one. Hammer & Champy's insistence on the 
need for charismatic leadership of a finnly top-down pro
cess may also be expected to be attractive to those whose 
position this reinforces or who aspire to such roles. Sim
ilarly, those working in IS and/or Industrial Engineering 
may be expected to be attracted by the prominence given 
to their role in many versions of BPR. 

For management consultancies looking for new oppor
tunities, the size and relatively under- developed state of 
the BPR market (giving low entry barriers, few established 
players and significant scope for product differentiation) 
would seem to have considerable potential. The investment 
being made by the major consultancies in developing BPR 
products illustrates their recognition of this potential (63], 
but also serves as a signal of reengineering 's importance to 
competitors and clients. 

For IT consultancies BPR provides both an opportu-
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nity and a threat. If a suitable "front-end" product can 
be developed then there may be opportunitjes to capture 
market share·in a new and rapidly-expanding area. Those 

· who fail to offer BPR services, however, may. find that part 
of their market has been sequestered both by traditional 
competitors who have taken the initiative and by new en
trants from the management consultancy field. By getting 
in early on the BPR act, IT consultancies may also be able 
to strengthen the links between IT and BPR and thereby 
inaease the size of their market. 

The effectiven~ of BPR as a management concept 
may also be due not just to the claims it makes, but to 
the way it makes them. As Jones [37] discusses, the vio
lent language.adopted by Michael Hammer, with its talk 
of "don't automate, obliterate", neutron bombs and grind
ing and frying out organisational fat gives the concept a 
strongly macho flavour. The apocalyptic rhetoric of or
ganisational redemption through destruction of old habits 
and the adoption of pure, new processes also has biblical 
overtones. This is echoed in the comments of Stewart [59] 
who desaibes Hammer as ''reengineering's John the Bap
tist, a tub-thumping preacher" and by Hammer himself who 
talked of reengineering as a "theology because it requires a 
belief that there is a new way of doing things ... it requires 
faith" (quoted in (71). 

Finally, it may be argued that process thinking itself 
simply has a considerable intuitive and practical appeal. 
Whether positive associations with the Quality movement 
are made explicitly or not, for individuals accustomed to a 
traditional functional perspective on organisations it can be 
seen to constitute a good example of an "interesting propo
sition" in tenns of the classification scheme of Davis [16] 
. Thus it suggests that what had traditionally seemed to 
be a phenomenon that functioned effectively as a means to 
an end, ie the division of labour along functional lines to 
encourage the development of specialist expertise would 
ensure maximum organisational performance, was in real
ity a phenomenon that functions ineffectively. 

6 Fad, Failure or Fatally Flawed - The Fu
ture of BPR? 

This diverse network of allies recruited by BPR may help 
to account for its current position as "the hottest trend in 
management" [60]. Not surprisingly perhaps, it has also at
tracted many detractors. Thus Talwar [62] desaibes BPR 

· "as the most fashionable and potentially the most detested 
management concept of the 90s". Many of these critics 
seek to show that BPR is simply a passing fad whose fall 
will be almost as meteoric as its rise. Holtham (34], for 
example, provides a timetable for the BPR lifecycle which 
predicts its demise in 1996-98. Those who dismiss BPR 
in this way generally adopt two lines of attack: arguing 
either that it is nothing more than a rebadging of existing 
concepts, or that its success owes more to skilful packaging 
than to any substantially new contribution to management 
thinking. 
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As has been discussed, the case for doubting BPR's 
novelty is fairly strong. The particular reasons offered by 
different authors for arguing that "we have seen it all be
fore", however, often provide more insight on their own 
background than on the theoretical antecedents of BPR. 
Thus IS people see BPR as a reworking of systems analy
sis, industrial engineers as an extension of O&M and qual
ity experts as a rebadging of TQM concepts. There can 
also sometimes appear to be an element of defensiveness 
in such arguments that suggests that the authors see this 
upstart concept as a threat to their expertise (and lucrative 
consultancy opportunities?). 

Criticisms of the hype surrounding BPR also have 
some validity. As many authors note, the concept has 
clearly become one of the key management buzzwords 
of the 1990s and there is plenty of evidence of a band
wagon effect in operation. Stewart [60] even reports one 
telephone company executive as stating that "if you want 
to get something funded around here - anything, even a 
new chair for your office - call it reengineering on your 
request for expenditure". Such attitudes, however, do not 
necessarily prove that BPR is not a significant develop
ment. Thus, while it is possible to criticise the particular 
rhetorical style adopted by Michael Hammer, BPR is cer
tainly not unique amongst management concepts in being 
promoted in such robust and evangelical terms. Indeed as 
Eccles & Nohria [20] have argued, effective use of rhetoric 
is an important aspect of successful change management. 
Moreover, as Hammer & Champy [29] are keen to argue, 
the proof of the reengineering pudding is in the eating. 

This may help to explain why Hammer & Stanton [30] 
so vigorously contest what they see as the mythology of 
reengineering failure, arguing that the widely-cited figure 
of 70% was made up by Michael Hammer, based on ex
perience with early r~ngineering projects. Now that the 
concept is much better understood, it is suggested, there 
is "little excuse" for companies to fail. If they do, it is 
because they fail to apply it correctly. This view is implic
itly supported by a thriving sub-genre of the BPR literature 
which describes how to ensure reengineering success (see 
for example [4, 27]). Unfortunately, the empirical support 
for these recommendations, as with much of the writing 
on BPR, is generally weak and their prescriptions often 
amount to little more than 'be a successful company and 
do it right'. 

Moreover, even if they do not fail completely, BPR 
initiatives may deliver less than is promised by their pro
ponents. Thus Moad [49] reports that the benefits obtained 
from BPR projects intended to increase revenue were rated 
as achieving only 2 on a scale from 1 to 10, and even 
the best scored just 5 out of 10. James Champy is also 
reported as conceding that 30-40% ofBPR initiatives "dis
appoint" [ 48]. A further interesting slant on this question is 
provided by Craig & Yetton [12] who point out that the re
wards from an incremental improvement programme over 
a number of years may exceed those of a one-off radical 
change programme (and with less risk). 

The claim made by Hammer & Stanton [30] that "the 
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fault [for reengineering failure] lies not in reengineering, 
but in ourselves" may also be challenged on more sub
stantial grounds. Thus, as Jones [38] discusses the BPR 
concept may be seen to have many internal contradictions. 
One of these is neatly illustrated by King [41] who notes 
that "the most problematic aspect of reengineering is that 
people are often asked to be creative so that their jobs (or 
those of their colleagues) can be eliminated or drastically 
changed". Similarly, Wheatley (quoted in [6]) argues that 
reengineering will inevitably fail as its top-down, mecha-

. nistic approach stifles learning and creativity. 

Does this mean therefore that BPR is past its sell-by 
date and that forward-looking organisations should seek 
elsewhere for their inspiration? Eccles & Nohria [20] ar
gue that the perceived failure of established management 
concepts is a necessary precursor of the emergence of new 
"solutions". The "open season" for BPR critics noted by 
Hammer & Stanton [30] may therefore be an ominous sign 
for the concept's longevity. The on-line search also indi
cates that there has been a significant decline in the number 
of BPR-related articles since mid-1994. However, despite a 
number of papers discussing what is "beyond" reengineer
ing [15] or "after" it [50], the absence, as of early 1995, of 
any obvious successor that is capturing the management 
imagination, suggests that reports of its imminent demise 
may be premature. Moreover, unless organisations are to 
be caught up in a continuous cycle of change for change's 
sake, and are to learn nothing from past experience, then it 
is important that the valuable elements of BPR are not lost, 
even if the label itself becomes out-dated. It is hoped that 
the analysis provided in this paper, may help in identifying 
these elements. 
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Guest Contribution 

Editorial 

What is a good contribution? 

The work of refereeing is a thankless task that infringes on 
the limited time of those who are best in the field. Never
theless, it is important since the quality of refereeing does. 
significantly impact on the quality of the final product. in 
order to be fair to those limited and committed referees 
involved, I am of the opinion that we need to become more 
discerning in what we put before them; There is, of coutSe, 
the important role of a journal (especially so with SACJ} to 
assist young researchers to develop their skills by getting 
feedback from competent reviewers in the field. However, 
one must not "abuse" this privilege by sending anything 
'just in case"-it is the academic responsibility of the au
thors to ensure that the paper submitted is of high standard. 

What, then, is a good contribution? A good contribu
tion has essentially three dimensions [1]: relevance, rigor 
and impact-of which relevance is the most important. Al
though these dimensions were formulated in the context of 
a discussion on Information Systems research, they may 
also have relevance for Computer Scienti~ts. To assist po
tential authors in assessing their contributions (in the mak
ing), here are some questions, steps or criteria that should 
clearly and explicitly be addressed before submitting a pa
per to SACJ. 

Relevance 
• Who is the target audience of influence (IS mangers, 

system designers, educators, etc.)? 
• What is the concern in the target audience that the paper 

addresses? 
• Why is this a concern in the target audience? 

Rigor 
• What is the wider intellectual context of the study? 

Place it in this wider context. 
• What other disciplines (or fields within the discipline) 

have studied or are concerned with the problem in the 
paper? 

• What is the best research methodology for this problem 
domain? 

• Why is the proposed research methodology selected? 
• What question/problems may a referee raise and how 

are they being addressed? 

Impact 
• What contribution is the paper making? Is this clear 

and explicit in the conclusions? 
• Why would a practitioner want to read the paper? 
• What would a top scholar in the field say about the 

paper? 
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• Would a supervisor recommend the paper to his stu
dent(s)? 

· • Why can the journal not afford to publish the paper? 
Clearly all of these questions may not always be equally 
relevant, and there may be others that could be relevant in 
assessing the contribution of a paper., Nevertheless, poien
tial authors should rigorously critique their contributions 
and not merely "dump~' material for publication. We owe 
it to ourselves and to the.community at large. · 

News . 

Readers and contributors will be interested to hear of vari
ous plans for SACJ. These have evolved during a series of 
meetings held between editorial staff and available mem
bers of the editorial board and are briefly outlined below: 

• Much time has been spent discussing whether or not 
SACJ should have a particular and/or exclusive focus. 
Should it seek a niche market, such as only publishing 
articles dealing with IT and development? Our delib
erations have lead us to reject such an exclusive focus. 
Instead, SACJ will build on its traditional role of be
ing primarily, but not exclusively, a platform for IT 
researchers in South Africa. In addition, the editorial 
staff intends widening horizons by actively recruiting 
contributions, primarily from other Southern African 

· countries; but also from countries elsewhere in Africa. 
While SACJ will thus continue publishing a miscellany 
of articles that reflect the local status of IT research, it 
hopes to be a vehicle that encourages, stimulates and 
eventually reflects research on the African continent as 
a whole . 

• 
1 SACJ specifically encourages contributions that syn
thesise existing research results, such as survey arti
cles, reviews and taxonomies. Where such articles are 
of significant scope, they are important for research. 
They will therefore be placed in the research section 
of the journal and may, in consequence, be submitted 
to the Department of National Education (DNE) for 
subsidy purposes. 

• In order to sharply differentiate the research section 
from the non-research section of SACJ, page numbers 
in the Communications and Reports section will hence
forth be preceded by an A. This is intended to signal 
that articles in the Communications and Reports sec
tion should not be submitted to the DNE for subsidy 
purposes. 

• There have been strong pleas that the journal be brought 
out on a more regular basis. To date, issues have been 
held back until a fairly sizeable number of articles are 
available for publication. This has resulted in two to 
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three issues per year. In future we intend bringing 
out four issues, two of which will be regular issues, 
and the other two will be special issues dealing with 
some topical theme. This process has already started 
in that the next issue (in October) will be on IT and 
Development. A further special issue on Network
ingffelecommunications is planned for mid-1996. Ar
ticles for the former special issue are currently being 
reviewed. Potential contributors to the latter special 
issue might want to start thinking about possible pub
lications, but should delay submission of manuscripts 
until further details are provided in a formal call for 
papers. 

• To date, SACJ has not obliged contributors to sign 
away copyright. Although the matter of copyright has 
become somewhat obscured in the age of electronic 
documents, the Internet, WWW, etc., SACJ will in 
future require that contributors sign a copyright form 
before their work is published. In dealing with is
sues relating to electronically available material, we 
shall follow guidelines proposed in recent issues of the 
Communications of the ACM. 

• Some readers may have noticed that SACJ now appears 
on the World-Wide Web. 111is is due to the efforts of 
the production editor. The WWW home page address 
is provided on the front inside cover of the journal. Ex
tensive information to potential subscribers and con
tributors has been provided. This includes information 
on submission procedures, document preparation, etc. 

Guest Contribution 

Abstracts of published articles are also given. 
• Presently SACJ is sent to Inspec where selected articles 

are indexed. Arrangements are currently being made 
for Science Citation Index to provide a similar service. 
This should significantly increase exposure of SACJ's 
contents to international researchers. 

• SACJ encourages contributions from young and/or in
experienced researchers and will assist them in various 
ways to attain the quality required by the journal. For 
example, they may be provided with additional edito
rial assistance (perhaps to be paid for, if warranted by 
the scope of the assistance). Referees will be urged 
to be encouraging in their feedback and to formulate 
feedback clearly and specifically in ways that will facil
itate the revision process. Potential contributors may 
also request to be put in touch with a mentor to ad
vise in planning and writing up research. As a further 
encouragement to young researchers, consideration is 
being given to an annual citation for the best student 
contribution. 

Derrick Kourie and Lucas Introna 
Editors 

1. Keen, Peter,G.W. 'Relevance and Rigor in Information 
Systems Research: Improving Quality, Confidence, 
Cohesion and Impact' in Nissen et al, eds., Infor
mation Systems Research: Contemporary Approaches 
and Emergent Traditions. IFIP 8.2, 1991. 

SACJ is produced with kind support from 
Mosaic Software (Pty) Ltd. 
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Parallel Distributed Objects' Structure and Their Synchronization in an APPC 
Environment 

Dr. Valentin Kisimov• lvone da Silvat 
•computer Science Department, University of the Witwatersrand 

t ITS Projects and Consulting, Liberty Life 

Abstract 

Over a period of a few hours, every computer participating in a distributed system has many unused resources. If these 
resources can be combined, a large amount of computational power can be generated This paper offers an object oriented 
approach for using this power and organizing an ejjicient work scheme, compatible with the efficiency of multiprocessor 
systems. A special structure for an object is tkscribed, with the help of which the work of a parallel concurrent object is 
ensured. Since a major problem in parallel systems is that of synchronization, synchronization methods and algorithms are 
offered to support the execution of parallel objects. The research and the proposed development are based on a conunon 
and popular application programming interface -APPC (Advanced Program to Program Communication). Experimental 
results show the ejjiciency of the approach. 
Keywords: Distributed systems, synchronization mechanisms in distributed systems, distributed objects, concurrent pro
gramming, distributed databases 
Computing Review Categories: C.2.2, C.2.4, D.1.5., D.2.2, D.4, H.4.3 

1 Introduction 

Modem-style, oomplex systems cannot sensibly be built 
without design tools, code generators and testing tools and 
without supporting object-oriented tools. While software 
engineering tools are based on a set of existing method
ologies, object- oriented tools are now being introduced 
which have low level features, such as class libraries. At 
the same time the computing community is going to con
nect more computers togethex to fonn networks, thereby 
organizing distributed systems. During a 24 hour period, 
these systems accumulate a considerable amount of un
usable computational powex (especially in the case of a 
LAN having multitasking workstations). The distributed 
systems and particularly the distributed object applications 
can be a good basis for using this power by locating differ
ent numbers of objects in the computers and dynamically 
migrating these objects, depending on the current loading of 
each computer in the distributed system. In this way, every 
application will use the combined computational power of 
the distributed system more effectively. This organii.ation 
of work for concurrent objects needs supporting predicates, 
the most important of which is synchronization. 

In distributed systems, synchronii.ation can be defined 
as an operation in which two or more processes (objects) 
exchange information (messages) to coordinate their con
current activities. This definition is based on the message 
exchange principles and not on shared memory. The use 
of synchronization methods and algorithms, developed for 
centralized systems in a distributed system is not a trivial 
process, because of resource distribution, lack of global 
state information and communication delay. The follow
ing are the main approaches used to construct distributed 
synchronization algorithms (11]: 
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• Lamport's event-ordering, . 
• token passing, and 
• priority-based event-ordering. 

All of these are oriented to serving the two synchronization 
methods - event-ordering (mainly partial event-ordering) 
and mutual exclusion synchronization. The main event-

. ordering algorithms for synchronization - distributed log
ical time (10] and Lamport's distributed timestamp (and 
even its last evolutions[3, 18]) show the need for active 
message exchange in these types of algorithms. For dis
tributed systems these algorithms are intensive network 
consumers and for small or middle speed networks (up to 
10 Mbps) their execution is slow. For these reasons, event
ordering algorithms will not be considered in this paper. 
Mutual exclusion synchronii.ation needs less communica
tion activities so this paper presents a modification of this 
algorithm according to the chosen distributed environment. 

The method of synchronization for concurrent execu
tion of processes in distributed systems has not been suffi
ciently investigated nor evolved. Another synchronization 
method for distributed systems, which is not well devel
oped is syncbronii.ation with stored distributed data, which 
is a modification of centralized synchronization algorithms 
for ensuring efficient distributed synchronization. Indepen
dent of the wide spread communication between different 
computers types, logically every distributed system is ori
ented to bind homogenous computers. From the network 
point of view, if a computer executes the functions of the 

· 7-th layer of ISO/OSI Protocol Reference Model, this com
puter is accepted as an open system. From the distributed 
application point of view, the realization of the open sys
tem is not enough, because every distributed application 
interrelates to a concrete operating system, programming 
language's compiler, database management system and net-
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work application programming interfaces. That is why it 
is felt that for the distributed applications, another term 
- conunon system - has to be defined, in which the de
sign requirements for independence of hardware, operat
ing systems, network protocols, databases and transaction 
processing monitors are satisfied. Naturally, an open sys
tem is a step towards common systems, but away from the 
realization of full common systems. 

For the current development of distributed applications 
there is a demand for a common standardized programming 
language, common application programming interface for 
the 7-th layer of ISO/OSI Protocol Reference Model (ap-, 
plication layer) and common application programming in
terface for databases. As a standardized programming lan
guage C (with all vendors' differences) can be used and 
as an application programming interface for databa~s -
SQL language can be used. Presently the APPC Interface 
is imposed on the world as one of the biggest application 
programming interfaces for the 7-th layer ISO/OSI Proto
col Reference Model. Created initially by IBM, APPC is 
supported by a several different computer architectures -
HP, DEC, Sun, covering a large range of computers from 
PCs, through middle- range computers to mainframes. At 
a time when there are few good distributed operating sys
tems, APPC is a platform on which sufficiently efficient 
distributed applications can be developed. 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the struc
ture of an object which gives the possibility for distributed 
parallel execution in an APPC environment and offers syn
chronization algorithms for this type of work. All the 
proposed synchronization primitives are organized as user
level threads, which have, according to Anderson et al [4], 
better performance than kernel threads. The article gives 
experimental results and conclusions for the use of the de
veloped algorithms. 

There are four approaches for implementing network 
application programming interfaces: 

• the application programming interface is part of a 
general-purpose language; 

• the program code for the application programming in
terface is automatically derived from a protocol specifi
cation, expressed using a formal description technique; 

• the application programming interface is realized as a 
callable based language extension, and 

• the application programming interface is a macro-
language extension. 

The first three approaches are explained in (1] and the 
fourth one is presented in [20] and it is used in the syn
chronization proposed herein. The built-in application pro
gramming interface in a general-purpose language is the 
most efficient way for using the application programming 
interface, but it is linked to the current operating system. 
Formal description techniques for protocol specification 
such as &telle, LOTOS or SDL can be used for automatic 
generation of code, but in their current state these technolo
gies have not lived up to promise. The third approach lies 
between these two, having low level optimization and rel
ative independence from the operating system. The fourth 
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approach, used here, is an evolution of the third approach 
in the direction of inaeased functionality. The macro- lan
guage extension offers the possibility to create complex 
primitives with interrelationships between them. For the 
present distributed object synchronization, the main primi
tives have to comprise: access to network layers, access to 
Distributed Database Management System and a few log
ical blocks, girding the whole primitive functions. These 
macro extensions assume that the user program is written 
in C and will genezate a C code extension. The macro 
extension is a well known technique and only the logic of 
each synchronb:ation primitive will be emphasized here -
bow it works, but not bow it will be included in a user 
program. 

A specific aspect of this approach is that application 
· types of means (primitives from application programming 

interface) are used forrealimtion of system primitives (syn
chronization primitives). Initial research on the architec
ture of distributed objects bas been done from the proj~t, 
called ''Distributed Parallel Object Architecture", under
taken in the Computer Science Department, Wits Univer
sity (14]. The hardware-software platform chosen for the 
experimentation comprised PCs 386 DX/40 with OS/2 2.x, 
linked in a Ethe.met LAN, managed by the IBM Commu
nication Manager (a product in OS/2 line) and using OS/2 
Database Manager. The execution of higher level protocol 
software in distributed systems is important from a perfor
mance point of view, because it can become the bottleneck 
of the system (17]. For this reason, if distributed algo
rithms with high level network application programming 
interfaces are effective for a low performance level dis
tributed systems, they will be valid with more power for 
higher performance distributed systems. That is why all 
the experiments desaibed herein were conducted in a low 
perfonnance level distributed system - PCs (386 DX/40), 
linked in an unsophisticated LAN - Ethernet. 

2 Object Structure in an APPC Environment 

Concurrency is an element of the object model [5] and in re
cent years researchers have been engaged in the realization 
of concurrency in distributed object systems [2]. Most of 
these approaches are oriented towards using homogeneous 
computers and not fare or a common environment, sup
ported by different computer architectures, such as APPC. 

In principle the object program consists of a hierarchy 
of objects and object program code as illustrated in Figure 1. 
The hierarchy of objects is a collection of objects, each one 
representing an instance of some class in which a hierarchi
cal structure with inheritance exists between classes. The 
object program is a set of messages, each one of which 
is intended for one object, e.g. the program is a single 
set of messages. A special architecture was developed to 
organ•ze the environment for the existence and parallel ex
ecution of distributed objects - distributed parallel object 
architecture (DPOA). This architecture includes the spe
cially designed structure of an object and an environment 
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Figure 1. An object program as a hierarchy of objects and code 

Hierarchy of objects 

Object environment 

Figure 2. The operation of the FETCH object 
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in which the object program is running. In DPOA, the 
execution of an object program is organil.ed by using a 
special object, called FETCH, which reads the messages 
from the set of messages and sends every message to the 
target object (Figure 2). 

In general, the object environment is a virtual space for 
the existence of object, for message passing between them 
and for running the objects' methods. Every multitasking 
programming environment with an APPC application pro
gramming interface can be accepted as a part of a whole 
distributed object environment, because one or a few ob
jects (tasks) can run simultaneously in each computer and 
the message exchange between objects is transparent to ob
ject location. This is true, because every object is assigned 
a separate LU name (Logical Unit- a term from SNA [16], 
identifying a distributed program piece as an independent 
entity). APPC has a feature to deliver a message to an ob
ject (LU name) regardless of the location of the receiving 
object - be it in the same computer with the sender ob
ject or in another computer in the distributed system. That 
is why all computers in the distributed system with mul
titasking and APPC fonn one common distributed object 
environment. In DPOA the chosen distributed database 
(SQL oriented) is a place for storing the set of messages. 
The object FETCH can read the set of messages indepen
dently of the computer s location and irrespective of which 
computer's disk is used to store them. 

From the classical object approach, a message consists 
of the object receiver's name, the name of the method, 
which has to be executed and finally argument-data for the 
method. The following designation for a message will be 
used: 

Object.: Method1: (Arg-list1:) 
In DPOA an evolved structure of the messages is chosen, 
giving the possibility to specify not only one method, but 
several methods for execution in an object: 

Object.: Method1 (Arg-list1); ... , Methodn (Arg-listn) 
These methods can be executed in sequence or in paral
lel. This article does not emphasize the parallelism inside 
the object, because that type of parallel execution can be 
synchronil.ed with centralil.ed methods and algorithms. 

Figure 3 shows a global structure of an object in DPOA. 
It consists of 4 parts- the message receiver (MR), the parser 
of received messages (PRM), the object repository (OR) 
and the object bodies (OB). The message receiver accepts 
the incoming messages, checks them, transfonns them from 
fonn (2) to (1) and stores them in the object repository. Af
ter that the message receiver activates the object body to 
execute the messages, collected in the object repository. 
All stored messages form the set of messages. The object 
repository uses a distributed relational database manage
ment system for storing the infonnation in tables. :Each 
object has access to its tables. But for service purposes, 
these tables can be accessed by other objects, according 
to predefined access rights. The service mechanisms in 
DPOA can create service messages for each object (the 
program messages are received from the message receiver 
and stored into the object repository, whereas the service 
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messages are stored directly into the object repository). 
One of the purposes of the service messages is to help 

the synchronilJllion between objects. The PRM has only 
service functions - to analyze the stored messages and ac
tivate (or not) the object repository, according to the mes
sages and the state of the object. The object has flags, 
stored in the object repository. These flags define the state 

· of the object. The most important of these flags are: 
• Active Body/Deactive Body (AB/DAB); 
• F.mpty set of mesuges/Non F.mpty set of mesuges 

(ESMINESM); 
• WAIT/N01WAIT. 

The object's body can be logically linked with the classi
cal concepts for an object - it has methods and data, but 
reads messages from the object repository instead to receive 
them. This is equivalent for the object's body that stores 
message in the object repository. The logic of the work 
of these object's blocks can be presented by the following 
outline: 
Message Receiver (MR) 

Analyzes and stores the messages; 
SetsNEMS; 
if DAB 

Sets AB; 
Activates the Object's Body; 
End; 

else/*AB*/ 
End; 

Parser of Received Messages (PRM) 
if ESM 

End; 
else /*NESM*/ 

Sets AB; 
Activates the Objects' Body; 
End; 

Objects' Body (OB) 
I* Activated from Message Receiver or Parser of 

Received Messages*/ 
if WAIT 

Sets DAB; 
Deactivates the Object's Body 
End; 

else /*NOTWAIT*/ 
if ESM 

Sets DAB; 
Deactivates the Object's Body; 
End; 

else /*NOTWAIT +NESM*/ 
Reads a message; 
Treats the message; 
Go to the beginning of the Object 
Body's execution; 

End; 
The object's components - message receiver, PRM and 
object body - are separate APPC programs, however the 
object's body is always called from one of the other two. 
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The method of activation of the object's body is as follows 
(the APPC verbs used in the figure are explained in [16]): 

I* Activation of the OB*/ 
TP_sTARTED 
ALLOCATED /* Starting the OB */ 
FLUSH - RECEIVE.ALLOCATE 

TP..ENDED 
I* Deactivated body */ 

The object FETCH has another function - to talce a subset of 
messages (SSM) from the object program code and to load 
it into the object repository of another object. After that it 
can send a message to that object with a method START, 
which will insure the execution of this subset. A similar 
case is shown in Figure 4, in which the object program code 
has 3 parts - a main set of messages and two subsets. With 
the first message from the main set, the object FETCH loads 
the subset SSM1 into the object repository of the object Oi 
and with the third message of the main set, the object Oi is 
started to execute its own messages, loaded into the object 
repository. A similar case exists with the second and fourth 
main messages, but oriented to the object O;. 

Tue object program code having got no subsets of mes
sages is called a single message set. When the program 
code has subsets of messages, the code is called a multiple 
message set. In the case of multiple message set parallel, 
object execution exists - in a fixed period of time one ob
ject executes a message from the main set and at least one 
other object executes its subset of messages. For a multi
ple message set several objects, execute their own subsets 
of messages, which may be equal or different ( one subset 
for a few objects or n subsets of messages for n objects). 
That's why DPOA provides the following types of object 
execution: 
a) Pure sequencial execution, in which the object FETCH 

reads message by message from the main set of mes
sages and every message contains one specified method; 

b) Complex sequencial execution, in which the object 
FETCH reads message by message, every message can 
contains a few specified methods, but these methods 
are executed in sequence from the target object, without 
concurrency inside the object; 

c) Partial parallel execution, in which the object FETCH 
reads message by message from the main set of mes
sages, every message can contain a few specified meth
ods, but the target object executes in parallel all or a 
part of these methods; 

d) Parallel execution in a single message set, in which 
the object FETCH reads message by message, one or 
a few of these messages require object FETCH to load 
an SSM into one or a few target objects and after that 
those target objects will execute their equal subsets 
(object programs) in parallel; 

e) Parallel execution in a multiple message set, in which 
the object FETCH reads message by message, a few of 
these messages require object FETCH to load differ-
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ent SSMs into target objects and after that those target 
objects will execute their different subsets (object pro
grams) in parallel; 

t) Comprehensive parallel execution in single message 
set the same as d), but with the features of c) as well; 

g) Comprehensive parallel execution in a multiple mes
sage set the same as e), but with the features of c) as 
well. 

It must be mentioned that a multitasking technique is re
quired for c), t) and g), which doesn't exist in an APPC and 
can be achieved only with the particular operating system's 
features. Every multitasking realization can be different, 
depending on the type of the operating system. In DPOA 
our wish was to have a common approach, without reflect
ing the features of the different operating systems. For this 
reason the types of object execution c), t) and g) will be not 
considered further herein. 

3 Mutual Exclusion Synchronization with To
ken Passing 

Based on Tanenbaum [19], and giving an account of the 
distributed system principles, the following definition for 
atomic action is acceptable - an indivisible action from one 
object (from one computer), done as a single action. Couch
ing this definition in programming terms, yields the tenn 
critical section, which according to Bums and Davis [6] 
is a piece of code that must appear as an atomic action. 
If two objects contain critical sections whose overlapped 
executions could interfere with one another, then we need 
to ensure that those sections are executed under mutual 
exclusion. So, mutual exclusion ensures that the critical 
section from an object cannot be interrupted and it appears 
as an atomic section from the other objects' point of view. 
Tue support of the mutual exclusion mechanism cannot be 
done from the internal object structure. It requires outside 
synchronization mechanisms. 

In [15] a method is proposed for mutual exclusion on 
the basis of the token approach. The idea is to circulate a 
unique message, called a token, having a specific format. 
Here this idea is evolved with the following premises: 

• in an object system, the Critical Section can be a 
method, a part of a method or a sequence of execution 
of methods, belonging to one object and the designer 
of. the object is able to define the critical section in 
every object; 

• according to the object-approach, every action needs 
to be encapsulated in an object and for this the action -
synchronization has to be shaped in a separate, service 
object; 

• the logical ring is created every time when an object 
or a few objects need to execute critical sections (see 
Figure 5) and the arbitrary sequence of these objects 
organizes the logical ring; 

• a special service object has to collect all requirements 
for critical sections and has to support the logical ring; 

• if, from the application point of view, a lot of critical 
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Figure 5. Mutual exclusion synchronization 

sections are defined, these sections can be classified 
into separate classes, so that a separate logical ring can 
be established for each class. 

In DPOA a service object, MES, is defined for the whole 
mutual exclusion synchronization. It accepts the require
ments for mutual exclusion (arrows marked with 1 in Fig
ure 5) aeates the logical ring (arrows marked with 2 in 
Figure 5) and starts the empty token. The objects execut
ing the application will be called application objects. Their 
purpose is to achieve synchronization for mutual exclusion 
for the execution of their critical sections. When an ap
plication object receives an empty token, it puts its own 
object id (0,d) in the token and send the token in the ring. 
After the circulation of the token, when the token arrives 
with O,d equal to its own id, the object executes its critical 
section. A more detailed algorithm for the work of the ap
plication object is given in Figure 6. The time for sending 

Every object O; receiving the token: 
if the token is empty 

Fills the token with its own O,d; 
Sends the token to the next in the Logical ring; 
End; 

else /*the token is not empty* I 
if the O,d in the token is not= to its O,d 

Sends the unchanged token to the next in 
the Logical ring; 

End; 
if the O,d in the token is = to its own 0,d 

Executes its Critical Section; 
Creates an empty token; 
Sends the token to the next in the Logical 

Ring; 
End. 

Figure 6. Mutual exclusion synchronisation 

the message of requirements for mutual exclusion is equal 
to the time of sending a message from one object, because 
the other objects either sent their requirements before this 
time (when the object MES was engaged witl1 otl1er work), 
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or they sent their requirements in parallel with this object. 
N messages are required to establish the ring, where N is 
the number of application objects which need mutual ex
clusion in a fixed period of time. With this, the number of 
messages for the token ring creation, mT E is: 

fflTE = N * 1 

The time to, that the i-th object spends waiting until it 
starts its critical section is described by: 

to, = tTE + tTP = tsM,fflTE + tTP 

= tsM,(N + 1) + tTP (1) 
N 

to,,a>l = to,+ E«N +2)hP +tcs,_,) (2) 

•=2 
where: 

tT E is the time to establish the token ring; 
tT p is the time for passing the token from object to 

object in the ring; 
ts M is the time for sending a message; 
tcs; is the execution time of the critical section in the 

j-th object. 
The mathematical expressions 1 and 2 are valid with the 
assumption that all objects have the same ts M and tT p. 

If we have to include the differences between these times 
for each object, the expressions expressions 1 and 2 will 
be very complex. From the APPC point of view, tsM and 
tT p are different as illustrated in Figure 7. 

The experimental results from the synchronization and 
execution of critical sections for N objects, when N = 3, 5 
and 10 are given in Table 1. The experiment is based on 
the following assumptions: 

• all objects are in different computers; 
• each computer runs only one object - the object that 

will execute its critical section; 
• each critical section requires 2 seconds execution time. 

From the preliminary results it can be seen that for N= 10, 
the synchronization process can be organized not as one 

. ring with ten objects, but as five sequence cycles, in each 
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Objecli 

TP..STARTED 
ALLOCATE Objecli+1 

-----RECEIVE.ALLOCATE FLUSH 
TP..ENDED 

tsM 

Object, 

TP..STARTED 
ALLOCATE 
SEND.DATA 

RECEIVE..AND_WAIT 

Objecli+1 

FLUSH -----RECEIVE.ALLOCATE 
RECEIVE-AND_WAIT 

TP..STARTED 
ALLOCATE 
SEND.DATA 
FLUSH -+ 

Figure 7. The difference between tsM and tTP 

Table 1. Experimental results from the synchronization and 
execution of critical sections for N objects 

N 

Time 1 2 3 5 10 

to; (N=lO) 12.0s 24.Ss 37.6s 63.2s 127.2s 

to; (N=S) 6.Ss 14.Ss 23.ls 39.7s 

to; (N=3) 5.Ss 12.9s 20.Ss 
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one of them there will be a logical ring between only two 
objects, i.e. in the first cycle the ring will obtain 0 1 and Ch, 
in the second ring -03 and 0 4 etc. In this case the total time 
for ten object synchronizations will halve. Further tests 
have been done on finding the optimal number of objects 
in a cycle ( one logical ring) and yielded a number between 
one and two. That is why the algorithm in the service object 
MES was reconstructed to establish a logical ring taldng 
two objects from the total number of simultaneous required 
objects for synchronization. After that the next ring will 
talce the next two objects etc. until all objects have been 
serviced. 

4 Synchronization with Shared Distributed 
Data 

Many of synchronization principles and algorithms exist 
for multiprocessor centralized systems [19, 6]. All of them 
are well developed, but designed for the use of central-

. ized common data-variables that can be shared by all pro
cessors in the system. In distributed systems, distributed 
shared data can be used for the purpose of synchronization 
in the form of a distributed shared dataspace or distributed 
database. Typical examples of a distributed shared datas
pace are LINDA, formally described in [7] and the service 
space, presented in [21]. The main principles of the dis
tributed shared dataspace are based on an asynchronous 
user servicing, which is not convenient for synchroniza
tion of parallel, concurrent working processes or objects. 
The distributed database can be used with success as dis
tributed shared data, because it combines: the synchronous 
user servicing; the management of multiple simultaneous 
user access and the use of heterogeneous media for storing 
the distributed data. Until recently, a distributed database 
would not be used for synchronization purposes because of 
the impression that it works slowly. In this research a dis
tributed database was used as distributed shared data and 
to show the acceptability of this approach the distributed 
database was applied on a slow computer - a PC 386. In 
the DPOA the approach of using a distributed database 
for the organization of common data is accepted. The 

. current state of the distributed database offers relatively 
good performance and availability over different platforms 
from workstations to mainframes. In addition, distributed 
databases have builtin features for multiuser access man
agement and well developed locking mechanisms. That 
is why it was decided to use a table from a distributed 
database as shared data, called shared distributed data. 
In DPOA this shared distributed data is implemented as 
semaphores. Dijkstra's semaphores [8] and related opera
tions are applied with modifications, according to the APPC 
possibilities and the structure of the distributed presented 
above. The purpose of synchronization with semaphores 
is to ensure mutual exclusion of the execution of critical 
sections. 

It is perceived that a semaphore is detached for every 
critical section type. Each semaphore consists of flags, 
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whose number is equal to the number of the objects par
ticipating in the appropriate critical section's type. For the 
realization of each semaphore, a row of a the database table 
was chosen, in which every flag is a separate short integer 
item. A queue is attached to each semaphore, in which tem
porary flag-ids are collected for all the objects wishing to 
start their critical sections, but which cannot because at the 
same time previously started critical sections are executed. 
Two service methods are defined for application objects 
for this type of synchronization - Test-and-Set-Flag (TAS) 
and Reset-Flag (RS). In the message set, a message with 
the method TAS marks the beginning of the critical section 
and a message with RS, the end of the critical section: 

Message-Sett 

Ot: Mp 
Ot:TAS 
Ot: M9 

Message-Set, 

01: M,; 
01: TAS 
01:My 

01: Mz 
01: RS 

A special service object, FLAGS, is created for manage
ment of synchronization with stored distributed data. Fig
ure 8 gives the algorithms for application methods TAS and 
RS and for the service methods SvTAS and SvTR, support
ing the appropriate application methods. The realization 
of the method SvTAS and SvRS applies to the database for 
storing the flags and QUEUEs. This database need not be 
distributed, because only object FLAGS uses it. 

The experiment showed that the time for successful 
execution of TAS is 950ms and for RS averages lOOOms. 
The unsuccessful execution of TAS can be indefinitely long 
and it depends on the number of objects, separated for one 
type of semaphore. The optimistic time for permission of 
critical section's execution is l .9s (no other critical sections 
have been executed in that time). 

S Synchronization for Concurrent Execution 

In the last few years Computer Supported Cooperative 
Work has started to become more important for distributed 
systems (12]. It utilizes networking, communications, con
current processing and window environment. In this type 
of distribution, the concurrent work is a mechanism with 
a great influence. The synchronization is a crucial point 
for parallel, concurrent working processes. Tiiat is why 
this article emphasizes the synchronization of concurrently 
executing objects. The method of synchronization devel
oped here, called synchronization for concurrent execution, 
serves the parallel concurrent object execution in an APPC 
environment. It is based on barrier synchronization [6]. 
Two primitives are defined for the method. The primitive 
OOPAR (derived from do in parallel) is defined to start 
the execution of a parallel object. The primitive RV (from 
rendez-vous) is defined to ensure that the object will wait 
until all parallel executed objects reach a common point -
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Application methods: 
TAS 
generates a message: 

FLAGS: SvTAS(Semaphore,., Fli, Oi) 

RS 
generates a message 

FLAGS: SvRS(Semaphore,., Fli, Oi) 

Service object FLAG's methods: 
SvTAS: 

Reads and locks the whole semaphore's flags; 
if all flags are not = 0 

Stores (Semaphore,., FL;., OiJ in the QUEUE: 
Sets Object's Qi flag WAIT := 1; 
End; 

else /* all flags are = O *I 
Sets~:= 1; 
Activates PRMi; 
End; 

SvRS: 
sets Fi:= O; 
if QUEUE is empty 

Activates PRMi: 
End 

else /* the QUEUE is not empty */ 
Reads Fi and Qi from the QUEUE; 
Sets F~ := 1; 
Activates PRMi: 
Activates PAM; from Q;; 
End. 

Figure 8. Methods/or the FLAGS service object 

l 
DO PAR 

//~ 
RV RV RV 

Figure 9. The primitives DO PAR and RV 
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OOPARJRV: CMSC0((01, ... ,On ),(Pm/m; ),(Pd),(WORV /RV)) 
OOPARJRV: CMSC0((01, ... ,00 ),(Pm/m;),(Pd1, ... ,Pdn),(WORV/RV)) 
OOPARJRV: MMSC0((01, ... ,00 ),(Pm1, ... ,Pmn),(Pd),(WORV/RV)) 
OOPARJRV: MMSC0((01, ... ,On),(Pm1 , ... ,Pmn),(Pd1 , ... ,Pdn),{WORV/RV)) 

where: 
PIDi is a pointer to a message subset of the i-th object; 
m; 
P<Ii 
oi 

WORV 
RV 

is a the name of the method that the i-th object has to run; 
is a pointer to the data area for the i-th object; 
is an object-id for an object which will run in parallel; 
means that the current message subset will be executed in parallel, but without a rendezvous mechanism; 
means that the current message subset will be executed with subsequent using of rendezvous mechanism. 

Figure JO. Syntax of messages sent to DOPARIRV 

see Figure 9. 
As mentioned above, in the presented object architec

ture for parallel distributed execution, there are two types 
of object program code - single message set and multiple 
message set. It was stressed as well, that the multiple mes
sage met offers a possibility for parallel object execution 
of the main message set and one or a few message subsets. 
That means, one object (FETCH) executes the main mes
sage set and one or more other objects (called concurrent 
objects) execute one or more message subsets in parallel. 
The concurrent objects can use one message subset for all 
of their execution and in this case we will have a common 
message subset for the concurrent objects (CMSCO). If the 
concurrent working objects use different message subsets 
for their works, we will have multiple message subsets for 
concurrent objects (MMSCO). Normally, each object can 
work with some external data. This data can be common 
for all concurrent objects - single data (SD) or different 
data can exist for these concurrent objects - multiple data 
(MD). Hence, we can define the following 4 categories of 
concurrent execution of distributed objects: 

• CMSCO+SD; 
• CMSCO+MD; 
• MMSCO+SD; 
• MMSCO+MD. 

Parallel object execution has to distinguish these four cat
egories. For this, a service object was developed (called 
DOPAR/RV) with two DOPAR type methods: CMSCO 
and MMSCO. The syntax of the message, submitted to the 
service object OOPAR/RV, determines the type of data that 
will be used - single data or multiple data. Normally, the 
object FETCH sends this message to DOPAR/RV, because 
the concurrent parallel object work is organised from the 
main message set. But every application object can send 
this message as well, organizing sublayers of parallel object 
execution. Figure 10 gives the syntax forms of messages, 
sent to DO PAR/RV, defining these four categories of work. 

The using of RV defines a common point after the 
concurrent work, whereas WORV ensures that the paral
lel working objects will not be further synchronized for 
common activities. 

If an object wants to start a parallel object execution 
it has to execute its own DOPAR method, which sends 
a message with a syntax matching one of those showed 
above. The generation of this type of message plus the 
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Figure 11. The pair of lists required Jo r the functioning of 

DO PAR/RV 

working of the method CMSCO/MMSCO in OOPARJRV, 
realize the primitive OOPAR. 

Each concurrent object started with rendezvous pos
sibilities (with attribute RV in the message, sent to 

· OOPAR/RV) has to have in its own message subset, a mes
sage activating its RV (rendezvous) method. The execution 
of the concurrent object's method RV, sends a message to 
the server object DOPAR/RV, to organize the synchroniza
tion: 

DOPAR/RV: RENDEZVOUS(Oi) 

where: 
RENDEZVOUS is the method's name in the ser
vice object OOPARJRV, which organized the ren
dezvous functioning; 
Oi is the id of the concurrent object which was 
sent the message. 

The functioning of OOPAR/RV requires the existance of a 
pair of lists for every started group of objects for parallel 
execution (see Figure 11). The first list, LOid, is for object 
ids from the group. The second list, LFl, is for flags -
each object from the group has one flag in this list. This 
pair of lists is used for .the rendezvous mechanism. At the 
starting point of the parallel execution, all flags in LFl are 
zero. Every execution of RV sets its appropriate flag to 
one. When all flags are ones, then we have the common 

. point for all concurrent objects and they can continue to 
work further. 
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Ot,Ject.i DOPAR/R 

PRM 
MR 

DOB 

081 OB 

1 
DOPAR 

Figure 12. Parallel object execution/or CMSCO+MD 

Table 2. Results 

c 
Time 2 5 10 15 20 50 

Tune for object OOPARIRV 30ms 30ms 30ms 30ms 30ms 30ms 

Tune for l.3s 3.0s 5.6s 8.2s 10.9s 27s 
OOPARIRV:xMSCO+MD 

Time for Concurrent Object: RV l.2s 2.7s 5.4s 8.0s 10.7s 26.6s 
(successful) 

Total time for service proce- 3.Ss 6.7s 12s 17.2s 22s 55s 
dures 

Min time for efficiency of the 3.Ss l.7s l.3s 1.2s 1.19s 1.13s 
synchronisation method 
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In Figure 12 we see the case of CMSCO+MD. A place 
exists in the distributed database where data is stored for 
the concurrent objects (pointed by P~) and for the message 
subset (pointed by Pm). In this figure the object K starts the 
parallel execution on n concurrent objects. The algorithm 
of the work of the method MMSCO for multiple data is the 
following: 

DOPAR/RV • method MMSCO for MD 
choose a free pair of lists (LO,d+LFI); 
put all objects' ids in the LO,d; 
for all 01-0n 

write messages into object repository ; 
01:Pm1,Pd1 

On:Pmn,Pdn 
activate all PRM1-PRMn. 

The algorithms for CMSCO+SD, CMSCO+MD and MM
SCO+SD can be considered as variants of the more com
mon case, MMSCO+MD, given above. 

The realization of the primitive RV is by the method 
RV in a concurrent object and the method RENDEZVOUS 
in the service object OOPAR/RV. The algorithms for these 
two methods are: 

Concurrent object • method RV 
send a message: 

DOPAR/RV: RENDEZVOUS(O.) 
set the object's flag WAIT; 
End. 

DOPAR/RV • method RENDEZVOUS 
finds the appropriate pair LO,d+LFI; 
sets the appropriate flag in LFI in 1 ; 
tests all flags in LFI; 
if all flags NOT; 1 

End; 
else /*all flags are 1 */ 

set all flags to O; 
for all objects in LO,d 

change the object's flag WAIT 
to NOTWAIT 

for all objects in LO,d 
activate PAM ; 

clear LO,d; 
End. 

6 Results 

The experiment of the method of synchronization for con
current execution has been done with ten computers, in 
which each one works with one concurrent object. The 
analysis of the algorithms and tl1e results showed that scal
ability is valid for this synchronization method. That is 
why in Table 2 results are given not only for ten comput
ers/objects, but for a projected 50 (for a case of a LAN 
from an average range). In this table "C" is the number of 
computers and the number of concurrent working objects 
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Table 3. Efficiency of synchronisation method 

Time of c 
execution 2 5 10 15 20 50 

2s 0.7 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 
5s 1.17 2.13 3.0 3.4 3.6 4.2 
10s 1.5 3.0 4.5 5.5 6.1 7.7 
20s 1.7 3.7 6.2 8.0 9.4 13.4 

as well. The parameter "Min time for efficiency of the 
method" shows that for object's number> 10, this time 
is stabilized. That means, if we have 10 parallel executed 
objects and every object has a time of parallel execution 
bigger than 1.3 sec, this parallel execution is more effective 
than the sequencial execution of the same objects in one 
computer (the amount of the time is strictly oriented to the 
testing environment). We would like to stress that for PC 
386 DX/40, for which the mentioned results are received, 
to have a process with an execution time bigger than 1.3 
sec is not a problem. That means the method of synchro
nization for concurrent execution is efficient for general 
purpose applications and not just for a special application 
area. 

In Table 3 the efficiency of the method of synchro
nization for concurrent execution is given, depending on 
the time taken by the work of the concurrent objects. It is 

· assumed that all concurrent objects in one experiment have 
the equal time of parallel work and this time is called "'fime 
for execution". From this table it can be seen that with 10 or 
more parallel working objects efficiency improves. It can 
be said as well that the developed synchronization method 
ensures a good use of all available free resources. 

In [9] and [13] an analysis of the efficiency of a few 
parallel computers is made. If we compare that efficiency 
with the efficiency of the proposed parallel work of objects 
in DPOA, we will receive results, given in Figure 13. In 
this figure are included data from three parallel comput
ers - Alliant FX/2000 20, CRAY Y-MP C90, Supernum 
SlCl and from two cases of Synchronization for Concur
rent Execution (SCE) parallel object work - with Time of 
execution 5 sec and 20 sec. As can be expected, the mul
tiprocessor systems have better efficiency than the parallel 
organized work in distributed objects. But it bas to be 
stressed that the proposed method does not need special, 
expensive, dedicated parallel work computers. It uses the 
existing computers with their existing networks, ensuring 
only'a new type of engagement of the resources. And at 
the same time the efficiency of the work of the method syn-

. chronization for concurrent execution is in the same range 
as that of parallel computers. 

7 Conclusions 

The structure of objects for distribution and for parallel exe
cution and for the synchronization methods and algorithms 
for it in an APPC environment gives the opportunity for ef
ficient and universal use of the existing computer resources 
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Figure 13. Comparison between the efficiency of parallel computers and the method SCE/or DS 

in distributed system. The experimental results show that 
the presented principles and methods do not need a spe
cial class of applications or hardware solutions, in order to 
be efficient. The boundaries from which this efficiency is 
valid is within the requirements of the general applications, 
which makes the proposed approach applicable for univer
sal purposes. So, the results received from the parallel 
execution of distributed objects in an APPC environment 
can be compared with the results received from the concur
rent work of a multiprocessor computer. 
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and should be limited to less than about 500 words. 

Announcements and communications of interest to the 
readership will be considered for publication in a separate 
section of the journal. Communications may also reflect 
minor research contributions. However, such communi
cations will not be refereed and will not be deemed as 
fully-fledged publications for state subsidy purposes. 

Book reviews 
Contributions in this regard will be welcomed. Views and 
opinions expressed in such reviews should, however, be 
regarded as those of the reviewer alone. 
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ered. These charges exclude specialized production costs 
which win be borne by the advertiser. Enquiries should be 
directed to the editor. 
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